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If you have made it this far—buying this book, wading through the frontmat-
ter, and looking at the table of contents—then you probably have some idea of
what Linux and the Linux phenomenon are all about. If you don’t, read on. 

Linux is a truly amazing development in the computer industry. It shows that
quality software isn’t necessarily dependent on the financial blessing of the com-
mercial software industry. The history of Linux illustrates how free software can
evolve, grow, and become an attractive alternative to the commercial software
packages with which most of you are familiar.

In addition, the technical excellence of Linux shows why it is a serious con-
tender against rival operating systems from Microsoft, Apple, Novell, and IBM.
As it is also handling more demanding applications, it is also a serious contender
against rival Unix-derivative operating systems such as Solaris, HP-UX, and
SCO-Unix for larger businesses.

This chapter will paint a quick picture of the history of Linux and then look at
the key features that make Linux a powerful alternative operating system for a
variety of technical applications. Finally, this chapter will look at the free software
model used in Linux and examine its implications for the whole software industry.

Linux History
The emergence of Linux onto the computing scene grew out of the Unix culture.
As an operating system (really a variety of different operating systems with simi-
lar features), Unix long predates the era of desktop computers; Unix was first
developed in 1969 when minicomputers and mainframe computers were the
norm in the corporate world. Unix continues to be widely used in this corporate
environment, as well as in the educational world, although it is also often found
running on today’s client-server intranet networks.

The problem with Unix, historically, has been its inaccessibility to programmers
and developers who want to work with it outside the context of corporate or uni-
versity computing centers. While versions of Unix have long been available for
PCs, they never had the grace or power of the operating systems available for
minicomputers, mainframes, and today’s servers. In addition, the early commer-
cial versions of Unix were costly, sometimes costing more than the PC hardware
they were destined to run on.
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This lack of accessibility ultimately gave birth to Linux as a means to make a
Unix-like operating system available on a widespread basis.

Richard Stallman and the Free Software Foundation (FSF) began work on this
alternative operating system in the mid-1980s. By the end of that decade, they
had developed functional alternatives to every major Unix component except the
kernel. Linus Torvalds at the University of Helsinki in Finland developed the orig-
inal Linux kernel in 1991. The combined work became the Linux you know today.

Torvalds originally intended to develop Linux as a hobby. Early versions of
Linux didn’t have consumers in mind; instead, they provided the barest bones of
functionality to allow Unix programmers the apparent joy of programming the
kernel. As the core of the operating system, the kernel keeps everything running
smoothly—without a stable, powerful kernel, you don’t have an operating system.

But as programmers integrated the work of the FSF with the Torvalds kernel,
the base software for a complete operating system emerged. It became clear to
those involved that Linux was evolving to the state where it could respectably be
called an operating system. In March 1992, version 1.0 of the kernel came into
being, marking the first official release of Linux. At this point, Linux ran most of
the common Unix tools from compilers to networking software to X Windows.

Linux continues to evolve as the preeminent Unix-clone operating system for PCs.
Hardware support is now broad, including the most popular and common peri-
pherals; performance is strong, giving many PCs power comparable to that of mid-
range workstations such as Sun Microsystems’ SPARC systems. Linux is even now
ported to the Power PC and Compaq Alpha platforms, among others. Although
technically today’s Linux is not Unix because it fails to qualify for the brand name,
Linux is functionally equivalent to Unix in almost every important way.

Linux as an Operating System
The term “Linux” is actually somewhat vague. “Linux” is used in two ways:
specifically to refer to the kernel itself—the heart of any version of Linux—and
more generally to refer to any collection of applications that run on the kernel,
usually referred to as a distribution. The kernel’s job is to provide the basic envi-
ronment in which applications can run, including the basic interfaces with hard-
ware and the systems for managing tasks and currently running programs.

Linux as an Operating System
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In the specific sense, there is only one current version of Linux at any one time:
the current revision of the kernel. Torvalds keeps the kernel as his domain in the
world of Linux development, leaving all the applications and services that sit on
top of the kernel to any of the thousands of other Linux developers in the world.

In the general meaning of the term “Linux,” referring to cohesive collections of
applications that run on top of the Linux kernel, there are numerous versions of
Linux. Each distribution has its own unique characteristics, including different
installation methods, different collections of features, and different upgrade
paths. But since all distributions are fundamentally Linux, in almost every case
an application that works with a current version of one distribution will work
with a current version of another distribution.

NOTE Chapter 2, “Choosing a Distribution,” contains a complete discussion of Linux 
distributions.

The interesting thing about this dichotomous use of the term “Linux” is that it
exactly parallels the same confused usage of the term “operating system.” For
consumers, an operating system has come to mean a large collection of applica-
tions centered around a kernel. This is what Windows 95, 98, Me, NT, and 2000
are. This is what the Macintosh OS is.

In a purist, technical sense, an operating system is a much smaller core kernel
that provides those basic system functions needed to develop any application.

In both ways, Linux is an operating system. One of the features of the Linux
kernel that sets it apart from other consumer operating systems designed to run
on desktop PCs is that it is both multitasking and multiuser.

A Multitasking Operating System
You are probably familiar with the term “multitasking,” even if you are not really
sure what it means.

When desktop computing graduated from Windows 3.1 to Windows 95, the
multitasking capabilities of the then-new Windows 95 were among its biggest
claims to fame.

To say that a system can multitask is to say that it can appear to be running more
than one application, or process, at a time. For example, the system can print a doc-
ument, copy a file, and dial into the Internet while the user is comfortably typing in
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a word processing program. Even with these background tasks happening, the
foreground word processor should not freeze up or be unusable.

This is the wonder of multitasking: It allows a computer with a single processor
to appear to be performing multiple tasks simultaneously. Of course, a single
CPU can execute only a single instruction at a time—that is, only one action can
be taking place at any one time. Multitasking creates the appearance of simul-
taneous activity by switching rapidly between tasks as the demands of those
processes dictate.

When multitasking works well, a user running a word processor while several
other things happen will not be aware of the extra work the computer is doing. All
processes will seem to be running smoothly and the computer will be responsive.

Historically, Unix systems have been much better than Windows at multitask-
ing; Unix is able to run large numbers of simultaneous applications in a way
that made it an ideal fit for large corporate servers and high-powered work-
stations. Today, only Windows 2000, and its predecessor Windows NT 4.0, can
really claim to offer a similarly robust multitasking implementation. Even Win-
dows 95/98/Me, despite all of its fanfare, has trouble effectively handling large
numbers of simultaneous processes.

To take things further, Linux, like Windows NT and Windows 2000, offers sup-
port for computers with multiple processors, such as dual-Pentium III systems.
These systems can in fact perform two actions at exactly the same time. Combin-
ing multitasking with multiple processors greatly increases the number of simul-
taneous applications a computer can run smoothly.

A Multiuser Operating System
Even more important than being a multitasking operating system, Linux—like all
versions of Unix and Unix clones—is a multiuser operating system.

All consumer versions of Windows and the Mac OS are single-user systems.
In other words, only one user can be logged in and running applications at any
one time in these operating systems. By comparison, Linux allows multiple
simultaneous users, fully leveraging the multitasking capabilities of the operat-
ing system. The great advantage of this is that Linux can be deployed as an
applications server. From their desktop computers or terminals, users can log
into a Linux server across a LAN and actually run applications on the server
instead of on their desktop PCs.

Linux as an Operating System
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Linux Applications
As an operating system, Linux can be used to develop almost any type of applica-
tion. Among the applications available for Linux are the following:

Text and word processing applications In addition to commercial word
processing software such as WordPerfect, StarOffice, and Applixware, Linux
offers powerful tools for editing text files and processing text in an auto-
mated fashion.

Programming languages A wide variety of programming and scripting
languages and tools are available for Linux and all Unix operating systems.
This abundance of programming tools makes it easy to develop new appli-
cations that can run not only on Linux but also on most Unix and Unix-like
operating systems.

X Windows X Windows is Unix’s answer to the graphical user interface
(GUI). X Windows is a highly flexible and configurable GUI environment that
runs on Linux as well as on most Unix systems. Numerous applications that
run in X Windows help to make Linux an easy-to-use operating system.

NOTE Chapters 6 through 12 provide complete coverage of X Windows.

Internet tools In addition to supporting well-known software such as
Netscape and Mosaic, Linux provides a wide range of Internet software,
including character-based and graphical mail-reading applications, the full
range of software needed to create Internet servers (Web servers, mail
servers, and news servers), plus complete network support to connect to
the Internet via a local network or modem.

Databases Like all Unix platforms, Linux provides a robust platform for
running client-server database applications. From its earliest days, power-
ful, free databases such as mSQL and Postgre have been available for Linux.
As Linux has grown in popularity, especially in corporate information sys-
tems, the number of commercial relational database servers for Linux has
grown. Today, Oracle, Sybase, and Informix all offer relational database
products for Linux.

DOS and Windows compatibility software As you will see in Chapter 30,
“Linux and DOS/Windows,” Linux can be made to run DOS software with
a high degree of stability and compatibility and offers several approaches to
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running Windows software. In fact, the entire text of this book was written
using Microsoft Word for Windows on a computer running Linux. This pro-
vides strong evidence of Linux’s ability to work well in a Windows environ-
ment. In addition, emulators are available for other popular computer
systems, including the Macintosh and Atari ST computer lines.

This list touches only the tip of the iceberg. Many more applications exist for
Linux. A good source for finding Linux software is the Linux Software Map,
which can be found on the World Wide Web at http://www.execpc.com/lsm/.

Linux as Free Software
Given all the capabilities promised by Linux, you might think that the operating
system is expensive. On the contrary, the Linux kernel and most of the applica-
tions written for Linux are available for free on the Internet, often with no restric-
tion on the copying and redistribution of the software.

To begin with, the Linux kernel is distributed under the GNU General Public
License (GPL). This special software license, developed by Stallman’s Free Soft-
ware Foundation, promotes the open distribution and, more importantly, open
development of software. Unlike the software licenses common with most com-
mercial software, the GNU license allows anyone to redistribute software, even
for a fee, so long as in the redistribution, the terms of the GNU license are still in
force. In other words, anyone can take GNU software, alter it if they wish, and
redistribute it, but they can’t stop someone who buys GNU-licensed software
from them from turning around and redistributing it again.

Most of Linux is available under the GNU General Public License. This makes
it possible for many different vendors to produce both free and commercially
available Linux distributions.

This approach to free software is not the same as public domain software. With
GNU products, the software developers retain the copyright to the software and
may choose in the future to stop distributing that software under the GNU license.
What is special about the GNU license is that it encourages iterative development
of applications by many people, each making changes that they consider impor-
tant or necessary and then redistributing the software.

Linux as Free Software
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This process is enabled by the fact that all GNU-licensed software must be dis-
tributed with its complete source code. Unlike commercial software, where the
original code is unavailable and hence unalterable, GNU software not only makes
it possible to alter and customize software but actually encourages interested and
capable users to do so.

In fact, this model has been so successful in the development of Linux and
applications for Linux that Netscape has adopted it for its browser products.
Using basic GNU principles, Netscape makes its browsers and associated con-
sumer applications freely available and allows anyone to license or to redistri-
bute these products.

Commercial Applications for Linux
As you will see later in this book, there are commercial applications for Linux 
as well as commercial distributions of Linux. In these cases, most products are
licensed under terms more restrictive than the GNU standards of the Linux world.

But even if a distribution of Linux includes commercial components that can-
not be redistributed freely, this doesn’t change the underlying GNU license that
applies to the Linux kernel and those core applications found in all Linux distri-
butions. If the original license of an application is the GNU General Public
License, then the license of the redistributed copy of the software is likewise the
GNU General Public License.

Looking Ahead
In this chapter, you have taken the first step into the world of Linux. You now
know what the basic components and philosophy of Linux are, and you have
become acquainted with the features that make it an excellent choice for many
applications.

Chapter 2 examines the Linux distribution philosophy and the many distribu-
tions, or flavors, of Linux that are available.

Chapter 1 • What Is Linux?
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Chapter 3 describes the practical steps of preparing to install Linux on a PC.
Chapters 4 and 5 walk you through various installations and associated issues
and potential pitfalls. Then you will be ready to look at Linux desktop environ-
ments, described in Chapters 6 through 12.

Chapters 4 and 5 describe how to install Linux on a stand-alone PC; they also
address any special installation issues, such as PCs with no CD-ROM drive. From
that point, the book is divided into five sections dealing with using Linux; these
sections cover X Windows and GNOME, essential Linux skills, connecting Linux
to the Internet, and using Linux in a small or home office (the so-called SOHO
environment).

Looking Ahead
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